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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2824-“Renee, let’s continue to make the 
alchemical pills!” Leon changed the subject. 

He was always quite slow when it came to romance, so he did not notice the 
admiration in Renee’s eyes. 

“Oh, sure!” Renee smiled and focused. 

Leon strode over to the alchemy pot and started producing pills again with 
Renee’s help. 

This time, Leon was making the Spirit Nurturing Pills. 

Unlike the Energy Nurturing Pills that speed up the process of growth for 
martial artists, the Spirit Nurturing Pills replenished spiritual energy for those 
who practiced sage art. 

Back in Springfield City, he once made a batch of Spirit Nurturing Pills. 

However, those were almost used up in the past few months and he needed 
to produce a new batch. 

In the past batch, he used a herb that grew for three hundred years as the 
main ingredient. However, he managed to obtain three spiritual herbs from 
Jaxon’s bouquet. 

Taking out the spiritual herb he used on treating Jaxon, he had two spiritual 
herbs left and he intended to make them into Spirit Nurturing Pills for his use. 

Spiritual herbs had a slightly better effect than herbs that grew for three to five 
hundred years, so the Spirit Nurturing Pills made from spiritual herbs would be 
considered premium Spirit Nurturing Pills. 

These would work better than the ones he had in the past and allow him to 
replenish his spiritual energy faster in battles and combat the loss he 
encountered from using the Hurricane Break. 



After making the Supreme Spirit Nurturing Pills, he picked a herb that grew for 
five hundred years and started making a few batches of Supreme Pure 
Energy Pills. 

By the time he was done, it was already evening. 

Since it was getting late and both of them were exhausted, Leon stopped and 
had dinner with Renee. 

After that, the two returned to their places to rest. 

In the following days, Leon focused solely on producing alchemical pills. He 
first made a huge batch of Energy Nurturing Pills, Beauty pills, and Circulation 
pills. 

The demand for these pills was huge and he would need tens of thousands of 
them, so this took more effort and time than producing Supreme Pure Energy. 

In the end, it took him a total of five days to produce all the alchemical pills. 

The next morning, in the luxury suite inside a five-star hotel. 

Leon was exhausted from producing alchemical pills, so he slept on this day 
and did not wake up even afternoon. 

Just as he was deeply asleep, the knocking on the door woke up. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2825-“Who is it? Renee?” Leon rubbed 
his eyes and got out of bed in his robe, before heading for the door. 

Before he reached an agreement with the Morrisons, Renee came to see him 
every morning and he got used to it. 

Hence, he instinctively thought that Renee had come by again. Without much 
thought, he opened the door. 

To his surprise, it was not Renee, but Jensen and Candice. 

“Mister Daglesh, Miss Daglesh. It’s the two of you!” Leon was surprised and 
sobered up completely. 



He made way politely for the two to enter the room. 

Seeing the state Leon was in, Jensen realized that they may have interrupted 
Leon’s sleep and smiled apologetically. “Mister Wolf, sorry for disturbing you.” 

“It’s not a big deal. Mister Daglesh, why are you here?” Leon asked. 

“Oh, there is something that Candice needs your help with,” Jensen said. 

This morning, Candice told him all of a sudden that she needed to seek 
Leon’s help. However, she only met him once so she asked Jensen to 
accompany her. 

As for what she needed, Candice did not give many details and Jensen was 
clueless. 

“Miss Daglesh, what do you need help with?” Leon asked. 

“I-” Candice parted her lips hesitantly, then glanced at Jensen. 

Jensen got her message and said, “Mister Wolf, there’s something else I need 
to do, so I will take my leave now. Please speak with Candice alone.” 

He then left the room and closed the door behind him. 

Soon, Leon and Candice were left alone in the room. 

“Miss Daglesh, what is it?” Leon asked again. 

“Well, Mister Wolf, I know that you are extremely skilled in medicine. I haven’t 
been feeling well in recent years so I’d like for you to check on me,” she said 
hesitantly. 

Not only did Leon discover Elder Daglesh’s condition with a single glance, but 
he also cured Elder Daglesh within a short period and got Elder Daglesh to 
the After this incident, she realized how skilled Leon was and that his ability 
likely surpassed that of Doctor Otway. 

Three years ago, Candice noticed something off with her body and went to the 
hospital multiple times. However, the doctors did not find anything wrong. 

With his skills, he may be able to find out what was wrong with her. 



“I see! Can you describe your symptoms in more detail?” Leon asked. 

“I-” She blushed, not knowing how to proceed. 

However, he then realized something and started staring at her flushed face 
intently. 

Soon, he found something. 

 


